static void Main(string[] args) {
    Console.WriteLine("{0} Year Can Define Your Career", (1+2+3)/(1*2*3));
}

MILESTONE SYSTEMS OFFERS YOU THE OPPORTUNITY TO DEFINE YOUR CAREER, IF YOU ARE WILLING TO INVEST 1 YEAR IN DENMARK – THE HAPPIEST COUNTRY IN THE WORLD! 1

An internship through the IAESTE program (www.iaeste.com) will give you a chance to work with cutting-edge technologies alongside professionals from a wide range of countries in a high-tech organization. You will work closely with development teams both here in Copenhagen and Sofia, Bulgaria. We promise, you won’t get bored!

Besides work experience and knowledge gain, you will make new friendships across borders, building up your network and benefiting your future career. But it’s not all work – there will be time to socialize with colleagues at Milestone in-house Friday Bars, action events, cooking classes, theatrical experiences and much more. The Internship is a paid position amounting to DKK 14,000 (approx. EUR 1,877) monthly. To be qualified for an internship at Milestone Systems, you need to be a recent graduate or in your final year of study.

C++/C# DEVELOPER

In the Video Delivery team, our objective is to deliver state-of-the-art video quality for Milestone VMS (Video Management Software) users and the tools to help us continue to do so.

If you have the passion for developing high quality software using technologies such as C++, C#, we will let you display your ambitions with video protocols, high performance computing and test driven development. In particular, you will develop performance measurement tools and techniques in the video rendering scope.

MILESTONE SYSTEMS OFFERS YOU THE OPPORTUNITY TO DEFINE YOUR CAREER. WILL YOU SEIZE IT?

Learn more about us at www.milestonesys.com. If you decide to seize the opportunity, please send your CV to iaeste@milestone.dk
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static void Main(string[] args)
{
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An internship through the IAESTE program (www.iaeste.com) will give you a chance to work with cutting-edge technologies alongside professionals from a wide range of countries in a high-tech organization. You will work closely with development teams both here in Copenhagen and Sofia, Bulgaria. We promise, you won't get bored!

Besides work experience and knowledge gain, you will make new friendships across borders, building up your network and benefiting your future career. But it's not all work – there will be time to socialize with colleagues at Milestone in-house Friday Bars, action events, cooking classes, theatrical experiences and much more. The internship is a paid position amounting to DKK 14,000 (approx. EUR 1,877) monthly. To be qualified for an internship at Milestone Systems, you need to be a recent graduate or in your final year of study.

BUILD ENGINEER

The mission of the Build team is to maintain and develop the build environment to optimize the throughput of R&D (research and development). You will help resolve technical issues by applying troubleshooting techniques and analyses. You will have the opportunity to work with multiple OS platforms and other technologies (Windows, Linux, Mac, Windows Phone, iOS, Android). The work will be focused around source control, configuration management, builds, tool automation and other aspects of configuration management for a large software code base (several millions of lines of code).

You are passionate about process improvements and have the drive to increase user satisfaction. Your primary responsibilities are:

- Execution, monitoring and troubleshooting of daily builds
- Administration and support of the team's infrastructure and software services
- Develop and maintain the tools that support our daily builds

MILESTONE SYSTEMS OFFERS YOU THE OPPORTUNITY TO DEFINE YOUR CAREER. WILL YOU SEIZE IT?

Learn more about us at www.milestonesys.com. If you decide to seize the opportunity, please send your CV to iaeste@milestone.dk
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MILESTONE SYSTEMS OFFERS YOU THE OPPORTUNITY TO DEFINE YOUR CAREER, IF YOU ARE WILLING TO INVEST 1 YEAR IN DENMARK – THE HAPPIEST COUNTRY IN THE WORLD! ¹

An internship through the IAESTE program (www.iaeste.com) will give you a chance to work with cutting-edge technologies alongside professionals from a wide range of countries in a high-tech organization. You will work closely with development teams both here in Copenhagen and Sofia, Bulgaria. We promise, you won’t get bored!

Besides work experience and knowledge gain, you will make new friendships across borders, building up your network and benefiting your future career. But it’s not all work – there will be time to socialize with colleagues at Milestone in-house Friday Bars, action events, cooking classes, theatrical experiences and much more. The internship is a paid position amounting to DKK 14,000 (approx. EUR 1,877) monthly. To be qualified for an internship at Milestone Systems, you need to be a recent graduate or in your final year of study.

C# SOFTWARE DEVELOPER

In Frontend Group, the focus is on delivering a modern and user-friendly experience for video system operators while incorporating advanced and up-to-date features in rich client applications.

If you have the passion for developing high quality software, we will let you display ambitions with the latest version of .NET, Visual Studio, TFS, C#, Windows Presentation Foundation, Windows Communication Foundation, MVVM, asynchronous programming and test driven development.

MILESTONE SYSTEMS OFFERS YOU THE OPPORTUNITY TO DEFINE YOUR CAREER.
WILL YOU SEIZE IT?

Learn more about us at www.milestonesys.com. If you decide to seize the opportunity, please send your CV to iaeste@milestone.dk
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An internship through the IAESTE program (www.iaeste.com) will give you a chance to work with cutting-edge technologies alongside professionals from a wide range of countries in a high-tech organization. You will work closely with development teams both here in Copenhagen and Sofia, Bulgaria. We promise, you won’t get bored!

Besides work experience and knowledge gain, you will make new friendships across borders, building up your network and benefiting your future career. But it’s not all work - there will be time to socialize with colleagues at Milestone in-house Friday Bars, action events, cooking classes, theatrical experiences and much more. The internship is a paid position amounting to DKK 14,000 (approx. EUR 1,877) monthly. To be qualified for an internship at Milestone Systems, you need to be a recent graduate or in your final year of study.

C# AUTOMATION DEVELOPER

The Test Automation team provides software and infrastructure to develop, execute and track automated tests at product level. The software you author in this team will be of uncompromised quality because it runs mission critical infrastructure that provides ongoing knowledge of the status of the current product release. We build it on .NET using C# and the latest Microsoft Visual Studio version.

In addition, to taking your already impressive coding skills to a professional level, you will not be able to avoid learning about a lot of all the cool technologies that we put to work at Milestone including internet based video streaming, H264, SQL Server, Windows Communication Foundation, Windows Presentation Foundation, Web Services, HTML, iOS, Android, and Windows Phone.

MILESTONE SYSTEMS OFFERS YOU THE OPPORTUNITY TO DEFINE YOUR CAREER. WILL YOU SEIZE IT?

Learn more about us at www.milestonesys.com. If you decide to seize the opportunity, please send your CV to iaeste@milestone.dk
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